of youth organizations by agents ("inoffizielle Mitarbeiter"). But for those who lived outside the country, or even in a different part, it will be hard to provide a context for much of the information.
At times I find myself envying the citizens of the former GDR who have this information available. As a student in the early seventies, I took part in what I thought was a militant protest against the war in Vietnam. Almost too late, I realized that the leaders of the protest were acting with incredible stupidity (admittedly, I didn't look too smart either) and brutality (one charge that definitely couldn't be turned against me). They could hardly have done a better job of alienating the public if they had been trying. But maybe they were trying? And maybe they weren't stupid at all? I wonder to this day how many of the leaders of the protest were agent provocateurs. How many black panthers or weathermen, for that matter, may have been working for the FBI or the CIA? And what is the extent of government and corporate espionage today? It is highly unlikely that I will ever know the answers. But analogies with East Germany at least inspire speculation. Once, years ago, Peter Handke came to Brown and read from his works. (The event is rendered immortal in the opening pages of Kurzer Brief zum langen Abschied.) A colleague in the audience, a fellow laborer at the task of teaching German to beginners through the "audio-lingual method," laughed at the poem "Ein Türke sitzt auf einer Bank mit einem dickverbundenen Finger." Handke expressed real or feigned upset. "Ich verstehe nicht, was in diesem Text eben 'funny' ist." Embarrassed silence, later nasty exchange of letters in Die Zeit. But earlier than these, at my house during the customary post-performance reception, my offending colleague and I offered Handke by way of explanation for the hysterical laughter during his reading a volume of Lohnes and Strothmann's textbook of basic German, then the bible of the "audio-lingual method." Handke, with real or feigned fascination, said "but this is pure poetry. I need this (or I want this or I can have this?)." This as an uncritical review of the first portions of Faktor's texts?
Working at the Zeltlager Nordalb der Arbeiterwohlfahrt Nordbaden-Württemberg in the Sixties I had a friend, George or really Jiri, a Czech refugee jazz musician physics teacher who spoke German quite well but preferred to speak with me, the other foreigner at the camp, in what we took to be Baroque-era German with preference for verbs taking their objects in the genitive in the midst of very lengthy sentences of which only a Non-German in love with German could be proud? We enjoyed ourselves enormously. Our German friends smiled a lot at us. We weren't writers either, but we loved the German language or our versions of it. He committed suicide, and I became a professor of German. This as an uncritical review of much of the rest of Faktor's texts.
